U.S. soldier dies in Panama City

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Some striking Greyhound drivers who stayed off the picket line Sunday said they were saddened by the death of a co-worker while picketing, and a federal official said fewer small companies who had previously applied to temporarily take Greyhound routes.

Glenn Eady, regional compliance officer for the U.S. Department of Transportation's Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration in Philadelphia, said an ICC board approved four temporary applications for the eastern region.

The region includes states from Maine to Florida, but none of the companies serves points south of Virginia, he said.

"The response is not what we expected," Eady said Sunday.

Greyhound officials in San Francisco also stayed open during the weekend to handle complaints.

When the strike by the Amalgamated Transit Union Local 1009 began Saturday, it included some of the company's largest bus routes. The union has said it was forced to strike because of the agency's "bogus" pay cut plan.

Eady said the union had an initial 100 percent pass rate on its application for a temporary permit, but only 50 percent of the applicants were accepted.

The company had brought in some of its own people to help with the picketing, Eady said.

The union has said it was forced to strike because of the agency's "bogus" pay cut plan.

Eady said the union had an initial 100 percent pass rate on its application for a temporary permit, but only 50 percent of the applicants were accepted.
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By LIZ HOLTZ

Academic tracking plays an important role in the way friends in high school influence each other's college aspirations and eventual attendance, according to a nationwide study completed by two Notre Dame faculty members.

This finding is only one of a series of studies in which Dr. Michael C. C. Hallinan, a professor of Arts and Letters in sociology and the principal investigator of the research, and Dr. Edward H. Hallinan, a professor of sociology, have conducted regarding friends.

Data was collected from more than 20,000 high school students by the National Opinion Research Center in the U.S. Department of Education for the study.

In the survey, one item students indicated was whether they were in an academic track or a vocational track. Hallinan said, "As expected, there are more differences between students in the non-academic and academic tracks with respect to college plans and attendance."

One interesting finding in the survey was that students have higher aspirations and educational outcomes when they have a best friend in a different track, although the reason for this remains unclear.

However, different track friends are less influential than same track friends in shaping a student's college plans and college attendance, Hallinan said.

The attack occurred hours after Noriega's wife, three daughters and grandson left Panama for Havana. As they left Panama City, they were surrounded by hundreds of Panamanians injured late Friday in building bombings that brought a massive U.S. military offensive that started the Panama invasion.

The Panamanian Defense Forces were expected to surrender their power in the coming days, and Noriega's government was expected to be in charge.

The victims were preparing to retire this year, said his wife, Dorie Waterhouse. "It really wasn't even his strike," Mrs. Waterhouse said. "But he was in there in support of his fellow drivers. He kept saying, 'It's a matter of self pride.'"

Striking drivers in Olympia, Wash., said they would cancel picketing Sunday to observe a day of mourning for Waterhouse.

In addition to the death, there have been a few violent incidents, including shots fired at a bus in Chicago on Friday.

In Philadelphia, police said a Greyhound passenger was arrested Sunday on a charge of simple assault for allegedly spraying a striker with a pepper tear gas canister.

Fowl weather comes to ND

Yesterday's mild weather brought some birds to campus. However, they might want to go south today due to expected colds and cold temperatures.
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U.S. shows hypocrisy with Court ruling

It is incredibly ironic that the United States, which prides itself on the promotion of democratic rights throughout the world, finds it reasonable to exclude itself from these rights in its dealings with foreign powers.

Last week the Supreme Court ruled that the Fourth Amendment, which guarantees rights against unreasonable search and seizure, does not apply in foreign countries. American law-enforcement agencies will not be required to have a search warrant before searching private property in foreign countries. In altering the amendment, the Supreme court has demonstrated once again that "ideology" can be dispensed of when circumstances make it convenient.

American politicians are fond of talking about the country's commitment to human rights, as if there were a moral basis for U.S. foreign policy which is geared toward the goal of universal freedom. But our actions show that the real goal is more power (or sustainable power) for the United States, regardless of whether we abide by our own ethics to attain it.

The implications are great. We lose our credibility with other countries since our rhetoric and our actions are in direct conflict. It is striking enough that the U.S. should feel it is qualified to make such a decision on its own, rather than through an international court or assembly. The Supreme Court addressed only the right of the U.S. to disregard the amendment; if another country did the same, we would certainly call it a criminal action. The ruling means that we can disregard our own moral standards and that the international community will not impose justice. Regardless of how we want to convict Manuel Noriega, the situation should not be such that we can send troops to a foreign country to extract a criminal by means that are illegal in our own country, then take him to this country for a "fair trial" by our legal system. The contradiction trivializes the American judicial system, as well as our democratic ideals.

Checks and balances are very important to our law system, and we cannot assume that our law enforcement agencies will be infallible in deciding in what situations it would be reasonable to conduct searches on foreign land. A search warrant is a check which helps ensure that our military does not have too much individual power in foreign countries.

Mikhail Gorbachev said Sunday that the breakup of the Soviet Union could be more devastating to his country than the ridiculous Cultural Revolution that wrecked China for 10 years. As a friend of republics, he could make a decision to dissolve the nationalities of the Soviet Union after decades of living together would lead to trouble comparable to the upheaval in China that started in 1966.

The Vancouver City Council has been asked to approve the use of a nuclear-powered Soviet carrier for grain exports despite the city's declaration as a nuclear-free zone. Morfot Freightliners wants to use the nuclear-powered Severnput, an icebreaker-container carrier, for grain shipments from March through July at Canada's main West Coast port.

Space shuttle Atlantis landed safely on a California desert runway Sunday, completing a secret military mission that included the launch of a $500 million spy satellite. Atlantis, carrying a crew of five military men, plunged through the Earth's atmosphere in a long fiery reentry, flashed over the California coastline north of Los Angeles and touched down at Edwards Air Force base at 10:08 a.m. PST.

Gary Cooper was elected Sunday night to fill the seat in the Indiana House of Representatives left vacant by the death of his father, Rep. G. Edward Cooper. Democratic precinct committeemen from House District 17 elected Cooper 19-15 over George Schricker, a semi-retired Plymouth businessman and son of former Governor Henry Schricker. District 17 includes parts or all of Fulton, LaPorte, Marshall, Pulaski and St. Joseph counties.

The government of Jammu-Kashmir state in India offered Sunday to hold elections within six months in a bid to halt a Moslem uprising, and security forces launched new raids on suspected militant hideouts. Moslem militants boycotted November's national parliamentary elections and forced residents in Kashmir—part of Jammu-Kashmir state—to stay away from the polls. But Jagmohan, the top administrator of the state, said he had information that various militant groups were considering giving up their arms and adopting the democratic process to power.

Nirugad rebels said Sunday they have taken steps toward demobilization and that President-elect Vishwanath Pratap Singh should replace the Sandinistas army with a civilian police force. The U.S.-supported Contra rebels said in a statement that they are in contact with leaders of the United National Opposition coalition, which upset the leftist Sandinistas in Nicaragua's Feb. 25 elections.

Hundred of Machinists union members, their relatives and other supporters chanted "one day longer" Sunday outside Eastern Airlines headquarters in Miami as they marked the first anniversary of their strike. Hundreds more strikers and supporters rallied at LaGuardia Airport in New York and other cities with large Eastern union memberships. Strikers rallied Saturday at Atlanta.
ND Security investigates assault

By MONICA YANT

A 21-year old man is a suspect in a possible sexual assault that occurred Friday, March 2, in a Hesburgh Memorial Library restroom, said Chuck Hurley, assistant director of Notre Dame Security.

The suspect, and the 26-year old female victim, are not associated with Notre Dame. Both are mentally handicapped, he said. No charges have been filed against the suspect.

After leaving a dance at the Logan Center, a community center for the mentally handicapped, the victim and suspect walked to the library. The victim was found naked in a men's restroom in the basement at approximately 8:06 p.m., Hurley said.

Logan Center workers noticed that the man returned to the dance without the woman, and connected the man to the incident after Security was alerted to the woman's presence in the bathroom, he said. Hurley said that there are "indications that there may have been a sexual assault." Results from the victim's examination at St. Joseph Hospital will indicate whether a sexual assault did take place.

Beth Bolger, an ND junior from Mechanicsburg, Ill., who is a marketing major, has been named Advertising Manager. Bolger now serves as Assistant Advertising Manager.

Amy Eckert, an ND sophomore from Mishawaka, Ind., who is majoring in government, will be the new Ad Design Manager.

Chris Anderson, an ND junior from Youngstown, Ohio who is an accounting major, will have the position of Controller. This is his first position at The Observer.

Freshman Dan Shinnick, an economics major at Notre Dame from Excelsior, Minn., has been named Director of Observer Typesetting Service.

The above will join 1990-91 Editor-in-Chief-elect Alison Cocks, Marketing Editor-elect Kathleen O' Connor to form the 1990-91 General Board. They will assume their duties immediately after spring break.

Velazquez elected to Board of Trustees

Special to The Observer

Arthur Velazquez, president of Azteca Foods, Inc., Chicago, has been elected a trustee of Notre Dame.

A 1966 graduate in electrical engineering from Notre Dame, Velazquez received an MBA from the University of Chicago in 1967. A trustee of the University of Illinois from 1974 through 1980, he was the first Hispanic elected to a statewide office. Velazquez was a founder of Azteca Corn Products Corporation in Chicago in 1970. The company, one of the largest Midwest tortilla manufacturers, was acquired by the Pillsbury Company in 1984. Velazquez now heads the corporation that acquired Azteca from Pillsbury in 1989. He is also a founder of CID Broadcasting, Inc., 24-hour radio broadcast business owned and operated by Chicago Hispanic principals.

A resident of Palas Hills, Ill., he is a director of several Chicago area corporations and is active in many professional, civic and charitable organizations.

Oft Camp Sign-ups:
LaFortune information desk.
On Campus Sign-ups:
Look for posters in your dorm or ask your Hall President.

CHRISTMAS IN APRIL 1990
ATTENTION STUDENTS
Last chance to sign up for "Christmas in April."

This project needs your support!!
Questions?? Please call:
Karen Croteau x1367
Lora Mangan x1314
Isabel Navarrete x1314
Bob Scheibel x2544
DEADLINE MARCH 5!!!
Andy Rooney returns to '60 Minutes' after suspension

NEW YORK (AP) — Andy Rooney returned Sunday to "60 Minutes" after a three-week suspension, saying he was worried he'd be wrongly remembered as a racist for remarks he says he didn't make.

Rooney was suspended by CBS without pay Feb. 8 but reinstated three weeks later.

Back at his usual show-ending spot, he said it was demeaning to defend himself because he had a long history of supporting civil rights. He said he didn't know how to apologize to homosexuals for a comment he made last year that he hadn't realized would be offensive.

"Staying at home made him worry about his legacy, he said. "I'd be known for the rest of my life as a racist bigot and as someone who had made life a little more difficult for homosexuals. I felt terrible and I've learned a lot," the 71-year-old Rooney said.

"What do I say to defend myself? Do I say, 'I'm not a racist.' That sounds demeaning to me," he says he didn't make.

"I'd like to lose my true love," he wrote the show called "Harry and Lena" for Harry Belafonte and Lena Horne. I like Lena better than Harry. Does that make me a feminist?"

CBS News President David Burke suspended Rooney after the Advocate, a gay magazine, quoted him as saying that blacks had "watered down their genes" because the least intelligent among them had the most children.

The study found no evidence that Cross-race best friendships are about as influential in secondary schools as crossing-race friendships, and especially, the research reveals that reciprocal effect. Hallinan and Williams' analysis of the National Opinion Research Center data is guided by T. Parsons theory of influence, which was expressed in a 1963 paper in Public Opinion.

"Cross friends, and especially close friends are perceived as trustworthy, a student is likely to believe their advice about the advantages or disadvantages of college," said Hallinan. "And the influence is likely to persist over a student's secondary school career if the friendship tie continues."

"The journal, Sociology of Education, will publish the study by Hallinan and Williams in an upcoming issue.

The Observer is currently accepting applications for the following position:

Advertising Representatives

For more information contact Beth at 239-6900 or 283-27222

Panama

Continued from page 1

U.S. soldiers and Panamanian police restored order. The protest was organized by widows of Panamanian soldiers slain in an Oct. 3 attack to topple Noriega. They are angered that Gonzalez and Arias Calderon, who are accused of killing coup leader Maj. Medardo Giroldi, have been given refuge.

Protesters also said they were concerned that the Panamanian government guaranteed safe passage out of the country to Noriega's family and several other Noriega associates. Giroldi's widow Adela said she did not know how to throw the firebombs. It was peaceful and the incident were provoked by unknown people," she said.

After the embassy incident, the protesters met with Hirardo Calderon, first vice president and minister of justice and security, Arias Calderon guaranteed the widows that the government would not grant safe conduct to Gonzalez and Arias.
Thousands re-enact historic ‘Bloody Sunday’

SILMA, Ala. (AP) — Four thousand people set out Sunday on a 50th anniversary re-enactment of a historic voting-rights march to Montgomery, including a replay of a bloody confrontation with police on a bridge.

The group returning to the Edmund Pettus bridge was led by such civil rights figures as Jesse Jackson and Coretta Scott King. Among them were some of the original marchers, including U.S. Rep. John Lewis, Hoseu Williams, Albert Turner and F.H. Goode.

“We shed a little blood here that made a difference. People are still registering to vote,” said Lewis, D-Ga.

Halfway up the bridge Sunday, smoke was released to simulate police tear gas and marchers two abreast retreated, some falling to the ground.

On March 7, 1965, on the day remembered in civil rights annals as Bloody Sunday, police used billy clubs and tear gas to turn back hundreds of marchers on the bridge named for a Confederate general.

“Lord knows we’re not where we ought to be, but thank God we’re not where we used to be,” Williams said as he crossed the bridge. “We’ve come a long way. But Lord knows we’ve got a much further way to go.”

The 50-mile march will continue in segments each day through the month before culminating with a rally March 10 at the Alabama Capitol. After crossing the bridge, most of the crowd turned back to Selma, leaving several hundred to continue a short distance toward Montgomery before stopping for the night, police said.

Jackson, speaking earlier Sunday from the First Baptist Church pulpit to about 600 people, said Martin Luther King did not die and Nelson Mandela did not languish in a prison for 27 years for blacks not to exercise their right to vote.

“You cannot walk around here with these unused blessings,” Jackson said, adding that 35 percent of all blacks eligible to vote are unregistered.

“God has given us all these votes. When you drop them they become snakes and go to Washington and bite us.”

Two weeks after the 1965 violence at the bridge stopped the first march, King and other notables led a second march — authorized by a federal judge and protected by thousands of federal troops — all the way to Montgomery. The events, including Ku Klux Klan violence against the march, galvanized Congress to pass the 1965 Voting Rights Act.

The law lowered voting barriers to blacks across the South and eventually led to a sharp increase in the number of black voters and black officeholders. In Selma alone, the number of black registered voters has climbed from about 600 in 1965 to 10,800 now. Three of the five members of the Dallas County Commission are black. Four of the nine members of the Selma City Council are black.

“We have another bridge to go across now, the racial bridge, the bridge at Selma high,” Jackson said.

At the high school, about 150 black students staged a sit-in last month that led to a weeklong, sysnmtewide halt of classes while other blacks intermittently occupied City Hall.

The protests stemmed from the white-majority school board’s refusal to extend the contract of the 75 percent black system’s superintendent, Norward Rossell, the system’s first black school chief.

Lewis, who was injured on Bloody Sunday, said the clash on the bridge “created a sense of righteous indignation” across the country and resulted in demonstrations in more than 80 cities.

“We the movement created a climate for President Johnson and for Congress to say yes while many had a desire to say no,” said Lewis.

Bloody Sunday helped make America “a little more caring, a little more sharing,” said Lewis.

The Johnson administration had focused itself on Vietnam and the war on poverty until Bloody Sunday.
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FD announces research funds

Notre Dame received $178,537 in grants during January for the support and research of various programs. Research funds totaled $1,729,509, including:

- $397,822 from the National Institutes of Health for research by George Craig, professor of biological sciences, on transposed mutagenesis.
- $213,340 from the National Institutes of Health for research by Howard Szaj, professor of biological sciences, on the metabolism of parasitic worms.
- $183,620 from the National Institutes of Health for research by Anthony Serianni, assistant professor of materials science and engineering.

Other grants include:

- $115,000 from Lilly Endowment Inc. for an open fellowship for Kathleen Biddick, visiting associate professor of chemistry.
- $135,247 from the National Science Foundation for studies by Michael Castellino, dean of the College of Science and Klieiderer-Pezold professor of biochemistry, on blood coagulation proteins by John Duman, associate dean of the college of science and Francis Castellino, dean of the College of Science and Klieiderer-Pezold professor of biochemistry.
- $174,400 from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Lewis Research Center for research on noise radiation from blades by Hafiz Atassi, professor of aerospace and mechanical engineering and co-director of the Center for Applied Mathematics.
- $297,822 from the National Science Foundation for studies by John Duman, associate professor of biological sciences, on transposed mutagenesis.
- $15,450 from the Indiana State Board of Health for arborvitae research by Karen Morris, chemistry teacher's workshop, administered by Karen Morris, professor of chemistry.
- $44,914 from the Indiana University School of Medicine for wound healing research by Robert Kingdon, assistant professor of the South Bond Center for Medical Education.
- $40,000 from the American Chemical Society's Petroleum Research Fund for studies by Michael Cherqui, assistant professor of chemistry, on the chemistry of saturated metal complexes.
- $26,400 from the O'Shaughnessy Foundation for research by Thomas Smith, chairman and professor of architecture, on a new English translation of The Ten Books on Architecture.
- $25,000 from the Lilly Endowment Inc. for an open fellowship for Kathleen Biddick, associate professor of history.
- $12,000 from the Lilly Endowment Inc. for research by Sonia Gerner, associate professor of English, on The Elizabethans.
- $183,620 from the National Science Foundation for fast metal ion-lipid interactions by Howard Szaj, professor of biological sciences, on transposed mutagenesis.
- $183,620 from the National Science Foundation for studies by Michael Castellino, dean of the College of Science and Klieiderer-Pezold professor of biochemistry, on blood coagulation proteins by John Duman, associate dean of the college of science and Francis Castellino, dean of the College of Science and Klieiderer-Pezold professor of biochemistry.

Awards for instructional programming totaled $15,450 from the Lilly Endowment Inc. for Higher Education for a chemistry teacher's workshop, administered by Karen Morris, staff professional specialist in chemistry, and Beverly Pestel, visiting associate professor of chemistry and biochemistry.

Awards for service programs totaled $38,578, including:

- $22,086 from the Indiana State Board of Health for arborvitae surveillance and laboratory services, administered by Paula Grinstead, associate professor of biological sciences.
- $16,492 from private benefactors for programs of the Institute for Pastoral and Social Ministry.

Bill of University and Student Relations

Article I
A student has a right to due process. This right entitles the accused to be presumed innocent until proven guilty, to be informed of the accusation before the disciplinary hearing, to an adequate time to prepare a defense, to a fair hearing, to present witnesses and evidence against one's self, to have the assistance of an advisor, to be judged by one's peers. Students will comprise at least one half of the panel at administrative hearings. Students who may or may not have participated in the act in question.

Article II
A student has the right to be judged by one's peers. Students will comprise at least one half of the panel at administrative hearings. Students who may or may not have participated in the act in question.

Article III
A student has the right to an open hearing. Disciplinary hearings will be held in the absence of the student and the student's witnesses and any evidence which case the hearing shall be closed. In a hearing of two or more students, any one student's request for a closed hearing shall take precedence over the request of one or more of the other students for an open hearing. In cases where the need to protect privacy is in the judgment of the parties to the charge, the administrative party may close the hearing over the objection of the charged student(s). At an open hearing the administration has the discretion to limit the number of persons in attendance in order to ensure an orderly proceeding. In such instances, the administrative decision is final.

Article IV
The University has the responsibility to a public disclosure of all administrative hearings. The parties involved shall remain nameless.

Article V
Students have the right not to be collectively punished. Collective punishment involves the imposition of a sanction to a general group of students who may or may not have participated in the act in question. This right does not bar the self-imposition of collective responsibility.

Article VI
Students have a right to free and uncensored press. This right shall be applied to all officially sanctioned University publications.

Article VII
A student has a right to carry on individual or organized activity which expresses any opinion regarding the University and/or society. The execution of this right shall be carried on in a manner consistent with educational pursuits, University conduct and the rights of others.

Article VIII
This document shall be amended only by a two-thirds vote in the Student Senate and Campus Life Council.

***The Student Government Legal Department is proposing this document to the Student Body Senate tonight at 6:00 p.m. in the Notre Dame room, second floor La Fortune. The issues in this document affect every Notre Dame student. All Senate meetings are open.***

TAKE A STAND

International shoptalk

Japanese Prime Minister Tashiki Kaifu, right, has an informal conversation with U.S. President George Bush Saturday in Rancho Mirage, Calif. as they begin their second day of bi-lateral talks.
Efforts to arrest Philippine official result in 14 deaths

MANILA, Philippines (AP) — Officials tried Sunday to arrest a governor indicted in a recent coup attempt, but his supporters defended him in clashes that left at least 14 people dead, including a general, authorities said.

The trouble began early Sunday when officials sent to arrest Gov. Rodolfo Aquinaldo in the city of Tuguegarao were taken hostage in a hotel. Later, government forces stormed the hotel, leading to a series of clashes later in the day in the city. At least 10 people were reported wounded.

Aquinaldo, a former lieutenant colonel, escaped, but officials said Sunday about 200 of his followers had surrendered.

The military chief of staff, Gen. Renato de Villa, placed the armed forces on nationwide alert and ordered the military to capture Aquinaldo "at all costs."

Scattered shooting was still reported late Sunday in Tuguegarao, capital of Cagayan province 250 miles north of Manila.

Col. Emiliano Templo told reporters his followers were being held to believe some people hostage in homes near the hotel.

However, Acting Gov. Melvin Vargass said 10 more Aquinaldo followers surrendered early Monday and released about 30 hostages they were holding at a pawn shop. It was unclear if other hostages were still being held.

Troops blocked a major bridge south of Tuguegarao, stranding thousands of travelers. Templo said Aquinaldo's followers included his private army, government militiamen and army Scout Rangers.

Marines were flown from Manila on Sunday to reinforce security in Tuguegarao, a city of more than 80,000 people. Philippine Airlines canceled flights to the city and schools were ordered closed Monday.

In Manila, a homemade bomb exploded late Sunday in the Makati district, but no injuries were reported and it was apparently unrelated to the fighting.

Local Governments Secretary Luis Villanueva said Gen. Oscar Florendo had gone to Tuguegarao to serve Aquinaldo with the arrest warrant.

Before dawn, Aquinaldo's supporters surrounded the six-story Delfino Hotel and took Florendo, chief of the military's civil relations service, and three aides prisoner and trapped Santos and others on the second floor.

About 3 p.m., government forces launched an attack. Gen. Florendo, 51, was wounded during the rescue and was dead on arrival at a city hospital, said defense spokeswoman Lourdes Bautista.

Santos, two mayors, two colonels and a security guard were rescued unhurt, officials said.

Casually figures were incomplete, but regional commander Gen. Miguel Fontanilla said at least 14 people died.

They included 10 killed during a clash at a checkpoint near a bridge, three in fighting near a government station and Florendo at the hotel, he said.

President Corazon Aquino said Florendo "was killed by one of the followers of sus­pected Aquinaldo ... The act of cowardice and treachery of Aquinaldo's fol­lowers will not go unpunished."

"I call on all our people to continue to remain vigilant and uphold our constitutional democracy and the processes of law in a peaceful manner."

In a radio interview at the hotel earlier Sunday, Aquinaldo said he was a "victim of injustice ... I don't mind dying as a villain." He threatened to take his followers into the mountains and become "a rebel."

Aquinaldo was suspended in January as governor of Cagayan province, apparently supporting the Dec. 1-9 military rebellion and had been held up in a nearby town of Gattaran. 45 miles north of Tuguegarao.

Aquinaldo told a Manila radio station on Dec. 1 that he was sending tanks and artillery to the city to support mutineers trying to oust Mrs. Aquino.

The governor was indicted along with Sen. Juan Ponce Enrile and five others in con­nection with the coup attempt, the sixth and bloodiest attempt to topple Mrs. Aquino since she took power in 1986.
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MAPLE LANE BARBER SHOP
2112 South Bend Avenue
South Bend, IN 46617
272-6722
next to Coach's

The Observer

is currently accepting applications for the following position:

Advertising Clerk
For more information contact Beth at 239-6900 or 283-2722.

The Observer

is looking for enthusiastic students to fill the following positions:

Assistant Production Managers

To apply, please submit a one-page personal statement to Joe Zadrozny by 5 p.m. Friday, March 9. For further information, contact Joe Zadrozny at 239-7471.

at 283-3128.

CHEER CHEER FOR OLD NOTRE DAME

Cheerleading Tryouts
March 23rd and 24th
7:00pm in the Basketball Arena

SHOW YOUR SPIRIT!

(Cheer/Coed)

Spring 1990

$8.00 By Jane Only

Cheerleading Tryouts
March 23rd and 24th
7:00pm in the Basketball Arena

The Castle
St. Rd. 33 at Jewards, Suite 1A Convenient Parking
272-8471

I'm only 5 min. from campus

Cheerleading Tryouts
March 23rd and 24th
7:00pm in the Basketball Arena

This summer job pays $20.00 per week for a 25 hour week, or 20 hours a week, 5 days a week. The job is in a safe, secure environment.

For more information contact Beth at 239-6900 or 283-2722.
The water's contaminated. Dumps on one side killing us. For the area considering we got for an airport. Reasons to bulldoze Hegewisch dola, a resident for 26 years, leave? Why should somebody alleviate congestion at Chicago's O'Hare?

Residents protest Daley's airport

CHICAGO (AP) — Windows of bungalows lining the streets of the city's industrial Southeast Side are staring to sport new signs: an airplane stamped with a red circle and a slash. The message: No airport.

Mayor Richard Daley's plan to build a third metropolitan airport near the Indiana line has sparked heated debate among politicians in two states and across the neighborhoods that would be bulldozed and replaced with runways. Daley announced the $4.9 billion project two weeks ago, saying it represents jobs and an investment that would help revitalize the area, site of shuttered steel mills and toxic dumps.

But Indiana officials are fighting for a share of any new airport that might be built to alleviate congestion at Chicago's O'Hare International, the nation's busier airport. The state's committee already had been considering four possible sites, none near Chicago.

And even in Hegewisch, a mixed industrial and residential neighborhood Daley's Lake Calumet Airport would displace, there is no consensus.

"Why should we have to leave? Why should somebody tell us where to live?" home-owner Janet Chibicki said last week.

But contractor James Amenn of Chicago, a special assistant to the powerful mayor of the city of Chicago, has the right to literally destroy neighborhoods, "when you consider 20 miles south or east of us," said Calumet City Mayor Robert Stefanik.

"It took everything we have to get this house, now they're going to take it away from us," said Mrs. Chibicki. She and her husband Gary, saved 10 years before buying it for $64,000 in 1988, and she does not think they'll get a fair price for it. "I don't think anybody, even the powerful mayor of the city of Chicago, has the right to literally destroy neighborhoods, when you consider 20 miles south or east of us," said Calumet City Mayor Robert Stefanik.

No option has won federal support and even if Lake Calumet Airport is built, it would not open for about 20 years. The airport would cover 9,400 acres, compared with O'Hare's 7,700 acres. The city intends to pay for it with bonds, federal grants and even a $2.25 tax on travelers at O'Hare and Midway Airport on the Southwest Side, or state and local taxes.

The city estimates the airport would create more than 100,000 permanent jobs and each year would inject $13.7 billion into the regional economy.

The city has pledged to reimburse homeowners at fair market value and to pay moving expenses and a relocation allowance, said Marj Halperin, Daley's deputy press secretary.

Daley's announcement also spawned a political fight, because it pre-empts the Illinois-Indiana committee that already had chosen four finalist airport sites, two in Indiana and two south of Chicago.

Sen. Dan Coats, R-Ind., has enlisted the aid of fellow Republicans, including Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole, to fight Daley's plan.

"The mayor's plan is clearly unfair to Indiana, which has played by the rules from the beginning in the selection process for that new airport," Coats said.

He is trying to block $5.2 million the city requested from the Federal Aviation Administration to produce a master plan for the airport.

Rep. Pete Visclosky, D-Ind., has accused U.S. Transportation Secretary Samuel Skinner, former chairman of the Regional Transportation Authority of Northern Illinois, of favoring the city.

"All I've agreed to do is not eliminate any choices," Skinner said last week after meeting with Coats and Dole.

"These guys are confused and scared. They are here, and they are going to stay here," Coiller told The Evansville Courier in a copyright story in Sunday's editions.

"I've agreed to do is not eliminate any choices," Skinner said last week after meeting with Coats and Dole.

Children barred from school because of custody dispute

EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) — A tangle of residency and child custody laws keeps 11-year-old Nakistra Collier and her 16-year-old brother, Antoine, at home watching television instead of going to school.

The sister and brother from Detroit were barred from attending school in Evansville for the second semester on Jan. 2 when custody or guardianship was not granted to their mother, Linda Collier.

Nakistra spent the fall semester at Thompson School in Evansville and Antoine attended Central High School in Evansville.

Nakistra and Antoine say they have been living in Evansville with Collier since August because their mother, who lives in Detroit, is unable to care for them.

"Once the court made its decision (not to grant custody), we were not able to keep the children in school," said Jim Tracer, supervisor of student services for the Evansville-Vanderburgh School Corp. "If there is not a guardian or no one has legal custody of them then we have no one to correspond with."

Evansville school officials said the residency requirements are designed to keep students from switching from school districts where they don't have legal guardians.

Collier said she does not want to send Nakistra and Antoine back to Detroit because they were not cared for properly and were not attending school because of conditions in the Detroit school system.

She said she is a sister to the children's mother, Violett Collier, who is a single parent. Attempts to contact Violet Collier were unsuccessful.

"They should be in school," said Rose Regnier, an attorney for the state. "If it appears the state is capable of providing a home for them, and is caring for them, then they are entitled to go to school."

Vanderburgh County Juvenile Court Judge Robert Lensing, who has handled the case, said he has no jurisdiction to order the children back to Michigan.

"We do not have the responsibility to take children from other counties," Lensing said.

"They are supposed to go back to their mother or father. Many times children are sent here because Class B misdemeanors don't want to be bothered."
Debt excesses unravel, economic progress to follow

Henry Kaufman is an old-fashioned economist, but suddenly that begins to sound like a compliment. For 26 years as a leading official at Salomon Brothers, he warned with ever-increasing fervor about the nation's profligacy. Now, on his own for the past two years as head of the New York consulting and money-management firm that bears his name, Kaufman has what might seem the satisfaction of watching many deserving firms get their comeuppance. Not only has the junk-bond emperor of the pervasive mania for debt, lead to a less efficient allocation of resources.

But he is not joining the frightening chorus that says these unraveling financial excesses must inevitably lead to crisis and depression for the American economy. When I asked him directly whether such a dire outcome was now avoidable, Kaufman gave a surprisingly upbeat response. He said he believed the odds were against either a crash or depression, or even decade-long malaise, and that the 1990s could turn out reasonably well for the American economy.

"We are facing a considerable time to undo what was done over a decade or two," he said. "And this is one of the great difficulties here, to be able to absorb this pain. I suspect that it won't lead to a depression — that our government, the Federal Reserve, is going to be competent enough to put out the fires wherever they may be."

But nevertheless this is going to make some of our institutions invalid; there is going to be a considerable time to undo what it's done over a decade or two." he said. "And this is one of the great difficulties here, to be able to absorb this pain. I suspect that it won't lead to a depression — that our government, the Federal Reserve, is going to be competent enough to put out the fires wherever they may be."

But nevertheless this is going to make some of our institutions invalid; there is going to be a considerable time to undo what it's done over a decade or two. All that said, Kaufman is not gloating nor melodramatic. He is being reasonable, not sharply critical of financial institutions, particularly thrift institutions, that are in difficulty. That fragility is. We have a series of financial excesses must inevitably lead to crash and depression for the American economy. When I asked him directly whether such a dire outcome was now avoidable, Kaufman gave a surprisingly upbeat response. He said he believed the odds were against either a crash or depression, or even decade-long malaise, and that the 1990s could turn out reasonably well for the American economy. But there would be some painful transitions along the way. "We need to do that," he says. "We have a series of financial institutions, particularly thrift institutions, that are in difficulty. That may be a cost of malaise" for the American economy, he replied with a flat "no," adding: "I think the 1990s could be a reasonable one for the United States. The United States is moving from a position of superpower to a position of major power, where it's first among the major powers — partly because there is a de-militarization throughout the world. And as a result of that, we have the opportunity to re-gear our fiscal policy very dramatically.

"We can now pay attention a lot more to our infrastructure and to our domestic military expenditures in the 1980s. And as a result of that, we have the opportunity to re-gear our fiscal policy very dramatically.

"We can now pay attention a lot more to our infrastructure and to our domestic military expenditures in the 1980s. And as a result of that, we have the opportunity to re-gear our fiscal policy very dramatically.

"We can now pay attention a lot more to our infrastructure and to our domestic military expenditures in the 1980s. And as a result of that, we have the opportunity to re-gear our fiscal policy very dramatically.

"We can now pay attention a lot more to our infrastructure and to our domestic military expenditures in the 1980s. And as a result of that, we have the opportunity to re-gear our fiscal policy very dramatically.
**Letters**

Dear Editor:

No one wants to believe that date rapists lurk within the "Notre Dame family." No female wants to have to face that she has any reason to fear her male classmates in an already strained atmosphere of maloফemne relations on Notre Dame. Fortunately, we can remember that the overwhelming majority of students here are great people.

Building on Kristin Komyatte's purpose to increase awareness of destructive attitudes suppressing reports of date rape, a closer look into the reasons for such attitudes may help to extinguish them. The date rapist himself doesn't present him as he can easily recognize himself as so monstrous that we all can easily recognize him as one who gets some kind of power kick out of violating women. He may present such an extraordinary super-human social exterior that his problem is overlooked and suppressed by people who by not wrongly appreciate his daily social behavior. Even some students who are perpetrators may slip through the other problematic side easily managed to push it aside in favor of his positive aspects.

Since we live in such close quarters and must interact constantly, this social policy toward others of overlooking flaws and focusing on attractive characteristics is a beneficial one. But when he violates a fellow human being and then brags about that to build his masculinity as a sexual aggressor, his male as well as female colleagues condemn his behavior when they do not condemn it. Student Affairs or the Counseling Center needs to publicize how a victimized woman or the rapists' section mates ought to go about reporting such a gross violation. Knowing that the situation will be handled profession- ally and swiftly, we should greatly encourage the victim or anyone who knows about his perversion to come forward.

Related to Komyatte's accurate observation that "society sends the message that it must be the woman's fault," a prevalent reason date rape goes unreported here is because of the abuse of alcohol demeaned in Notre Dame's social life. We all know that alcohol impairs judgment, but it slights men in general to say they lose control of their own actions. Over $400,000 is collected each year.

The Student Body Treasurer is responsible for budgeting this sum to the organizations which rely on it for their support. The Student Body government, Student Union Board, Hall Presidents' Council, and almost 150 clubs and organizations. Once this sum has been budgeted, the Student Body Treasurer's office is responsible for maintaining accurate records of all finances and for dispersing the allocated funds to the organizations mentioned above.

DOONESBURY

```
| My name is I'm talking about the time I told you I don't do it anymore. I'm talking 'cause I know it.
```

```
I think I'd be seeing a doctor, maybe start with M.D. patient coordinator. But you can bank on it.
```

```
Not on bread alone is one to live, but on every utterance that comes from the mouth of God.
```

Matthew 4:4
Valerie's back
Harper on the air again in new CBS comedy

Valerie Harper isn't one to stay off television for long periods of time. She may no longer be a member of the family—"The Hogan Family," that is, but now she's part of the "City." CBS airs "City" at 8:30 p.m. on Mondays. Valerie Harper stars as Liz Gianni, a high-energy city manager. Her daughter Penny (LuAnne Ponce) recently moved back in with Liz as an unbalanced budget and political ego often take a back seat to family matters.

Of course, Harper would never be involved with anything that didn't look quality. The garbage collectors in her city probably wear white gloves and give tours while on the job. Even the rats would find them unseemly. The current TV trend lending toward copycat sitcoms, it's nice to see a show with Harper's son on opposite Harper's old show, "The Hogan Family (previously titled "Valerie.")."

In one funny scene before Liz discovers Penny has a new job. When Gianni arrives at her office later that same day, she learns that Penny's job consists of working in the mailroom at the city's social coordinator office—all white—and provides Liz with the answer to her rhetorical question.

This "City" does need some improvements. For example, if the city's newers are as filthy as some of the show's language, even the rats would find them unsuitable for residency. Still, it's too wisty to use some of the tasteless words it does. They will surely catch viewers off guard.

The show itself is in an interesting predicament. "City" airs opposite Harper's old show, "The Hogan Family (previously titled "Valerie.")."
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Gathers dies after collapsing at game

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Hank Gathers, one of only two NCA
sion 1 players to lead the nation in scoring and rebounding in the
same season, died Sunday night after collapsing during La
court's West Coast Conference tournament game against Portland. He was
23.

Gathers was pronounced dead at Glendora Free
Hospital, where he was taken after collapsing with 13:34 left in the
first half of the game. He died at 6:55 p.m. PST, a school spokesman said.

As a junior last season, Gath
averaged 32.7 points and 13.7.

He passed his father McDaniel of Wichita State in 1981 as the only
NC

player to lead the nation in both
categories.

MILAN, Italy (AP) — Former
Duke All-American Danny
Ferry may join his teammate
Brian Shaw in returning to the
United States after a less-than
impressive performance in the
Italian basketball league, a sports
network reported Sunday.

Gazzetta dello Sport of Milan,
Italy's largest sports daily, said the Boston
Newspaper said.

Shaw, signed by the Roman
NBA franchise last winter, has
decided to rejo

the Boston Celtics at the end of
the season, according to
Maggio, in the eighth regular season,
fighting for a berth in the
Italian league playoffs in May.

Maggio said Ferry could not
be reached for comment on
Sunday.

The article quoted coach
Rockne's House
College, PA- Pittsburgh

commissioner, stating

that there will be no conference
games played Monday.

The Observer accepts classifieds every business day from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the
North Dallas Office, 4811 Latham, and from 3 p.m. on the
S

nights at the

Navigator College Center. Deadline for next day classifieds is 3 a.m. All
classifieds must be prepaid. The charge is 2 cents per character, including spaces.
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nights at the

Navigator College Center. Deadline for next day classifieds is 3 a.m. All
classifieds must be prepaid. The charge is 2 cents per character, including spaces.

NVA needs officials for floor hockey. The pay is $4.50 per
game. Sign up at the NVA office.

Late Men’s Bookstore Basketball sign-ups for anyone who
missed the other sign-ups will be held from 2-4 p.m.
day in the

sub office. This will be the final opportunity for
sign-ups.

Women’s Bookstore Basketball sign-up March 26.
Defending champion Vance Becklund wins the 158-pound weight class at the 60th Annual Bengal Bouts.

**Bengals**

continued from page 20

185-pound championship, won by Ricky Purcell when the referee stopped his contest with Robert Urban late in the second round. Urban had scored well against Purcell, drawing blood from the defending champ's nose early in the second round. Two right uppercuts by Purcell then felled his opponent, and although Urban complained later, the officials stopped the fight. McCormick said that the referees made the right call.

"There's not a fighter around, amateur or professional, who doesn't think he can continue, in amateur boxing. If somebody gets hurt, the fight's over," said McCormick. There were many other fine matches. Brian Stokes won a split decision over Timothy Phelan in a tightly contested 127-pound fight. Erik Milton used a strong right hook to score a split decision win over Mick Mercier at 138 pounds. And powerful Kurt Lauber outmuscled Shane Bizzerman to win the 150-pound championship.

Referee Terry Johnson was honored for his service to the Bengal Bouts in a ceremony before the final bout of the night, which was won by as founder Dominic Napolitano's widow, "Schatze".

**Report says Maryland 'blown away' by NCAA**

COLLEGE PARK, Md. (AP) — The University of Maryland will be banned from postseason play this year and in 1991 under NCAA sanctions against the men's basketball program, a published report said Sunday.

"We got blown away," an unidentified source told The Sun of Baltimore. The university apparently had expected only to be banned from post-season play this year.

In addition, NCAA sanctions also include a ban from television next season, and the university also will likely have to return $479,000 for reaching the second round of the NCAA tournament in 1988, the Sun said.

Other sanctions probably will include a reduction in scholarships and limitation on off-campus recruiting visits, the paper said.

Under Coach Gary Williams, the Terrapins finished their regular season at 18-12 after Saturday's 89-74 victory over Virginia. An NCAA ban would not necessarily keep the Terrapins out of the Atlantic Coast Conference tournament.

Neither Williams nor athletic director Lew Perkins were available for comment. Unidentified sources, including Maryland's basketball coaches and university officials, said Sanctions probably will include a reduction in scholarships and limitation on off-campus recruiting visits.

Among the more serious violations by Wade were providing a leased car, cash payments of $272 and rides for former Terrapins guard Rudy Archer before, during and after his one-season stay; giving free and discounted clothing to players; recruiting; providing false and misleading information to the NCAA; and concealing Wade's three seasons.

Among the more serious violations by Wade were providing a leased car, cash payments of $272 and rides for former Terrapins guard Rudy Archer before, during and after his one-season stay; giving free and discounted clothing to players; recruiting; providing false and misleading information to the NCAA; and concealing Wade's three seasons.
Notre Dame 98, Missouri 67

The Observer

The Tigers hit their first four shots from the field, then went 8-for-26 the rest of the way to finish the half shooting 40 percent. Missouri shot 45 percent for the game. The Irish shot 61 percent for the game, led by Singleton, who hit all four of his shots, mostly fast break lay-ups, and Williams, who was 6-of-8.

"Coach put me on the bench," Williams said. "And I knew what I was doing, but not as bad as we did."

In the second half, Phelps again stuck with the lineup that was working.

"I got the five guys who would say 'let's play together and get it done,'" Phelps said. "We came out relaxed and confident, and we started pounding away again. We just were not going to lose."

"Notre Dame was outstanding," said Missouri head coach Norm Stewart, whose team is now 26-4. "They were tremendous from the start. We've come through a tough conference schedule, and we scheduled this game for a reason. We wanted a chance to prepare for the NCAAs."

Stewart started a different five in the second half. The second five lost four points to the Irish before the original starters were brought in.

"Everyone deserves a chance to lose," Stewart said. "We weren't getting too much performance. In the second half, we played aggressively, but we couldn't score. There wasn't much hope at that point."

"We've played every type of situation," Phelps said. "We've played 15 road games. We've played three Top 10 teams three weeks in a row, and won two of three. I think if you look at the power rating of our schedule, we'll be in the top 30 teams in the country."

MISSOURI (67)
Bunton 3-5 2-3 8, Smith 5-11 3-5 13, Ford 3-10 2-2 12, McNairy 2-2 2-2, Peeler 3-9 2-4 9, Coward 3-6 0-0 7, Horton 1-2 0-0 2, Coleman 1-2 0-0 3, Burns 0-0 0-0 0, Sutton 1-2 0-0 2, Heller 2-2 0-2 4, Warren 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 26-58 11-18 67.

NOTRE DAME (98)
Ellis 3-7 3-5 9, Sweet 6-11 0-1 12, Robinson 6-9 1-1 13, Bennett 4-6 1-2 9, Ellery 4-9 1-2 11, Fredrick 4-8 0-0 8, Tower 0-0 0-0 0, Singleton 4-4 1-2 9, Williams 6-8 2-2 14, Jackson 0-0 0-0 0, Paddock 5-5 1-3 11. Totals 43-70 10-18 67. Halftime—Notre Dame 44, Missouri 33. Three-point goals—Missouri 4-15 (Coleman 1-1, Peeler 1-1, Coward 1-3, McNairy 1-1, Ford 0-1), Notre Dame 2-6 (Ellery 2-3, Fredrick 0-1, Crawford 0-2). Fouled out—None. Rebounds—Missouri 39, Notre Dame 39 (Robinson 12). Assists—Missouri 22 (Peeler 7), Notre Dame 26 (Singleton 8). Total fouls—Missouri 17, Notre Dame 19. A—11,418.

LaPhonso Ellis spots the open man in the passing lane in Notre Dame's upset of Big Eight champ Missouri.

WANTED:
One ambitious Notre Dame or Saint Mary's student seeking challenging extra-curricular involvement to fill the following position:

Observer Typesetting Service Director

Applicants for this position should:

• Possess strong management skills and the ability to work with all types of people.
• Be eager to develop valuable Apple Macintosh skills.
• Be energetic and enterprising.
• Have the initiative to expand upon the successes of a profitable business venture.

Contact Alison Cocks at 239-7471 to find out the benefits of this position.

The Observer
Irish look to avoid post-Missouri letdown vs. Wildcats
By GREG GUFFEY
Assistant Sports Editor

One might expect a letdown after a victory over the third-ranked team in the country.

But the Notre Dame men's basketball team knows what's at stake against Kentucky tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Joyce ACC.

The Irish, 15-11 after a 98-67 win over Missouri on Saturday, need a victory over the Wildcats and then one at DePaul this weekend to virtually assure themselves of a NCAA tournament bid.

"We're still not out of the woods," Notre Dame coach Digger Phelps said. "The most important things is to keep this team mentally into it. We had a great weekend. Now we've got to come back and get number 16. There's still life and our goal is still there."

There should be a lot of emotion tonight for the five Irish seniors who are playing their last game at the Joyce ACC. Co-captains Joe Fredrick and Jamere Jackson, Keith Robinson, Scott Padlock and Tim Crawford enter tonight's game with a home record of 26-12.

Kentucky (14-13) will try to spoil the going-away party for that quintet. This will be the last game of the season for the Wildcats, who cannot participate in the Southeastern Conference Tournament because of NCAA probation.

Kentucky lost LeRon Ellis, Chris Mills and Sean Sutton following last year's NCAA probe, but first-year coach Rick Pitino managed to keep the Wildcats competitive.

Kentucky has beaten Louisiana State, Alabama and Georgia in the SEC and took Indiana to the wire in a 71-69 loss in December. Kentucky is 13-3 at home and just 1-9 on the road.

"They have enough talent to play against anybody," Phelps said. "He (Pitino) has taken the talent that was left and has done a very good job with it."

The seniors could have started against Kentucky and than one at DePaul this weekend to virtually assure themselves of a NCAA tournament bid.

"We're still not out of the woods," Notre Dame coach Digger Phelps said. "The most important things is to keep this team mentally into it. We had a great weekend. Now we've got to come back and get number 16. There's still life and our goal is still there."

There should be a lot of emotion tonight for the five Irish seniors who are playing their last game at the Joyce ACC. Co-captains Joe Fredrick and Jamere Jackson, Keith Robinson, Scott Padlock and Tim Crawford enter tonight's game with a home record of 26-12.

Kentucky (14-13) will try to spoil the going-away party for that quintet. This will be the last game of the season for the Wildcats, who cannot participate in the Southeastern Conference Tournament because of NCAA probation.

Kentucky lost LeRon Ellis, Chris Mills and Sean Sutton following last year's NCAA probe, but first-year coach Rick Pitino managed to keep the Wildcats competitive.

Kentucky has beaten Louisiana State, Alabama and Georgia in the SEC and took Indiana to the wire in a 71-69 loss in December. Kentucky is 13-3 at home and just 1-9 on the road.

"They have enough talent to play against anybody," Phelps said. "He (Pitino) has taken the talent that was left and has done a very good job with it."

The seniors could have started against Kentucky and than one at DePaul this weekend to virtually assure themselves of a NCAA tournament bid.
Michael hits, Bird misses, Bulls nip Celtics at the wire

BOSTON (AP) — Michael Jordan got 12 of his 36 points in the fourth quarter, and aba free throw leader Larry Bird missed a foul shot with 11.6 seconds left and a 3-pointer with three seconds remaining Sunday as the Chicago Bulls held on for their eighth straight win, 118-114 over the Boston Celtics.

The winning streak is the Bulls' longest since 1980-81. They have won their last three road games and averaged a 102-100 loss to Boston in Chicago on Nov. 4 in their only previous meeting. Boston's four-game winning streak, which matched their longest of the season, ended.

The Bulls' 115-112 lead appeared safe when Bird missed a 3-point shot with 11.6 seconds to go. But he was fouled by Scottie Pippen, who protested and was called for a technical foul.

Bird, whose streak of 71 successful foul shots ended Feb. 13, made the technical foul shot and missed the next free throw before making the third. It left Boston down 115-114. Kevin McHale quickly fouled Pippen, who made one of two shots with 10.2 seconds remaining. The Celtics got the rebound and rushed down court.

Bird got the ball near the 3-point line on the right side, but his shot was partially blocked by Pippen.

Craig Hodges came up with the ball for the Bulls, was fouled and finished the scoring with two free throws with 6.6 seconds left. He had 12 of his 15 points in the final period.

Bird led Boston with 38 points, 20 in the fourth quarter, and Robert Parish had 18 points and 18 rebounds. For Chicago, Pippen had 22.

Pistons 111, Pacers 105

Ishiah Thomas scored 23 points and the Pistons held Indiana scoreless for 3:26 down the stretch Sunday in a 111-105 victory over the Pacers.

It was the Pistons' fifth straight victory, 18th in 19 games and 10th in a row at home.

Mark Aguirre added 15 points for the Pacers and Dennis Rodman grabbed 17 rebounds. Six Pistons scored in double figures.

Chuck Person scored 29 to lead Indiana, which got only seven points in the final 4:29 of the game — all by Person. Reggie Miller added 25 for the Pacers, who lost their third straight.

Trailing 98-96 with 4:29 left, Detroit scored eight straight points to pull ahead 104-98 on John Salley's free throw with 1:10 left. Person canned a 3-pointer to pull Indiana within 104-101 with 1:03 to play, but Dumars fed Bill Laimbeer for an easy basket with 44 seconds left to make it 106-101.

Person hit two free throws with 25.7 seconds remaining, making it 106-103, before Aguirre and Thomas combined to hit five free throws, clinching Detroit's victory.

Bulls 107, Celtics 101

Kevin Johnson celebrated his 24th birthday Sunday by scoring 27 points and leading the Phoenix Suns to an 111-101 victory over the Boston Celtics.

It was the Suns' third victory in four games and fourth straight over the Celtics.

Johnson, who scored 17 points during a 106-103 before the Suns beat the Cleveland Cavaliers 108-96 for their 17th consecutive victory at home.

The Celtics fell to 7-10 since a 120-113 victory over their last two.

$118 roundtrip airfares on Northwest Airlines

It's not just a great price.

It's a great experience.

Only for student American Express Cardmembers.

Apply for the American Express® Card. Then get ready to take off. In search of adventure, action—or just simply to escape. American Express and Northwest Airlines have arranged these extraordinary travel privileges on Northwest—exclusively for student Cardmembers:

• CERTIFICATES VALID FOR THE PURCHASE OF TWO $118 ROUNDTRIP TICKETS—to many of the more than 180 cities in the 48 contiguous United States served by Northwest. Each certificate is good for six months and will arrive within six weeks after you receive the Card. Current Cardmembers will automatically receive their $118 certificates by March 15, 1990 provided they are still full time students.*

• 10% OFF ANY NORTHWEST FLIGHT—with your own personalized discount card, valid through January 1991 on all Northwest and Northwest Airlink flights. (This discount is not applicable to the $118 student certificates and other certificates, promotional or special status airfares.)

• 2,500 BONUS MILES TOWARDS FREE TRAVEL—when you enroll in Northwest's WorldPerks® Free Travel Program.

AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMEMBER IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL. Just pick up the phone, call 1-800-942-AMEX, and talk to us. We'll take your application and begin to process it immediately. (If you have your banking information handy, like your account number and bank address, it will help speed the process.)

Keep in mind that our Automatic Acceptance Program makes it easier for you to become a Cardmember now, as a student, than it will ever be again.*

And remember that as a Cardmember you'll enjoy all the exceptional benefits and personal service you would expect from American Express.

So don't miss out on a world of great experiences. Pick up the phone. Apply for the Card. And start packing!

Membership Has Its Privileges®

APPLY TODAY
1-800-942-AMEX

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS® CARD. FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER.

*If you are already a student American Express Cardmember and have a question about this program, please send your written question, a copy of your student ID and class schedule to: American Express, PO Box 19039, Attn: Student Marketing, Greenbriar, NC 27434. Fax is a rounding level on Northwest Airlines. Tickets may be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are nonrefundable and no itinerary changes may be made after purchase. Seats are subject to availability and may not be available when you call. Flights may be operated by certificated airlines and fare calculations may apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. ©1990 American Express Travel Related Services Company, inc.
Syndicate captures Big East title
Thompson's technicals give Orangemen lift over Hoyas

(API)-Give Stephen Thompson credit for the winning basket in Syracuse's 87-85 overtime win over Georgetown on Sunday.

Assess John Thompson the blame for Stephen Thompson's being in position to score it.

The Georgetown coach was thrown out of a game for the first time in 15 years in the first half of the game at the Carrier Dome, an ejection that carried three technical fouls with it. That contributed directly to 10 Syracuse points that helped erase a 10-point first-half deficit.

"Basically what happened is that it's probably my fault more than the officials fault," said Thompson, who was called for three technicals in succession by three different officials after protesting a foul called on Dwayne Bryant. "I probably let my competitive juices flow and those of us who have competed understand that there's a mistake and that's that."

Overall, seventh-ranked George-town (22-5, 11-5 in the Big East) lost the game as much as Syracuse did it, all on eight technicals given the Orangemen a tie for Connecticut for the conference's regular-season title at 12-4. No. 10 Syracuse is also 22-5 this season.

On Saturday, Cornelius Holden of No. 21 Louisville set an NCAA Division I record when he shot 14 of 14 in a 73-71 win over seventh-ranked Michigan State. No. 2 Nevada-Las Vegas earned a share of the Big West regular-season championship by truncating Fullerton State 103-85 but surrendered the top seed in the postseason tournament to No. 24 New Mexico State, which beat Fresno State 82-66.

No. 4 Connecticut clinched a share of the Big East crown with a 95-74 win over Boston College; No. 5 Oklahoma will claim to the revolving-door No. 1 spot with an 111-94 victory over Oklahoma State; No. 1 Kansas, a loser to Oklahoma earlier in the week, beat Iowa State 96-63;

No. 11 Georgia Tech beat No. 20 Clemson 85-69, but Duke's loss gave the Tigers the ACC title anyway; No. 12 Arkansas whipped Rice 104-80 and No. 13 La Salle beat Fairfield 90-60 in the quarter-finals of the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference tourney.

No. 25 Georgia clinched its first regular-season Southeastern Conference title with a 94-79 victory over Auburn; No. 14 Michigan State took a one-game lead in the Big Ten with a 75-73 overtime victory over 17th-ranked Minnesota; No. 15 LSU beat Mississippi State 103-94; No. 23 Arizona beat No. 16 Oregon State 87-69; Dayton beat No. 19 Xavier 111-108 and No. 22 Loyola Marymount out-gunned Gonzaga 121-84.

Elsewhere, defending Western Athletic Conference champion Colorado State tied Brigham Young for the title with a 62-65 triumph over San Diego State and Ball State won its second straight regular-season Mid-American Conference crown by routing Central Michigan 84-57.

No. 9 Purdue 70, No. 8 Michigan 77
Jimmy Oliver's fallaway jumper with two seconds left gave ninth-ranked Purdue its victory and kept the Boilermakers 13-4-1 a half game behind Michigan State. They meet the Spartans in the regular-season finale next Sunday.

North Carolina 87, No. 5 Duke 78
King Rice scored 20 points to lead five players in double figures, and North Carolina spoiled Duke's hopes for a share of first place ACC and give Clemson the regular-season title at 10-4. The Blue Devils finished 23-7, 9-5.

No. 18 Illinois 118, Iowa 83
Kendall Gill scored 25 points Sunday and three other Illinois seniors scored in double figures for the Illini, who jumped to a 16-10 lead, then outscored Iowa 21-4 to take a 37-12 lead with five minutes left in the half. Sophomore Andy Kaufmann scored 21 and seniors Ervin Small, Stephen Baird and P.J. Bowman added 19, 13 and 11 points respectively.

The triumph improved Illinois to 20-7, 10-7 in the Big Ten. Iowa fell to 12-15 and 4-13.

No. 21 Louisiana 73, S. Mississippi 71
Holden, a 6-7 sophomore, also was 4 of 4 from the foul line as the Cardinals came back from a 42-36 halftime deficit. He was fouled by Clarence Weatherpoon and made two free throws with eight seconds left to win the game, then clinched it with a steal.

Holden was averaging 10.4 points a game, his previous high was 20 against Florida State. The previous best perfect shooting game in Division I was 13-of-13 by six players, the last was Brad Daugherty.

---

Although many applications are available for Student Government Cabinet positions for 1990-1991. Applications and job descriptions may be obtained at the Student Government secretary's office (2nd floor LaFortune) beginning March 1st, and must be returned by March 8th.

The following positions are available:

\- Student Body Secretary

Executive Coordinators for:
\- Intellectual Life • Public Relations • Student Life • Special Projects • Legal Department • Board of Trustee Reports

Commissioners & Assistant Commissioners for:
\- Academics • Political Concerns • Iceberg Debate • World Awareness Series • Social Concerns
\- Hall Fellows Programs • Faculty • Senate Liaison • Intellectual Life

Alumni Relations • ND/SMC Relations • Photography • Correspondence • Lay-out/Design • Foreign Relations

Women's Concerns • Minority/Cultural Concerns • Campus Improvements • Security

Alcohol/Food/Health • Student Services • Legal Department Researchers & Policy Analysts

Questions? Call Robert (#1712) or Fred (#1734)
ND lacrosse sets offensive records in season opener
Quigley ties record with six goals in rout of Canisius

BY PETE LAFlEUR
Sports Writer

Five Irish lacrosse scoring records were broken or tied Saturday as Notre Dame posted a 19-7 season-opening win over Canisius College (0-1) at the Loftus Sports Center.

The Irish, who won their ninth straight home opener, benefitted from the new NCAA rules, which encourage a faster and more offensive-minded game, than did the Golden Griffins, who were playing their first game at the Division I varsity level. The return of five Irish starters to the attack and midfield lines likewise proved effective as the starting midfield line and starting attack line each posted seven goals.

"The new rules were definitely an advantage because they make the game move quicker," said senior co-captain Dave Carey. "It's definitely important to spread the scoring out with such a fast-paced game.

Ten Irish players scored in the rout, led by senior co-captain Mike Quigley, who tied two Irish records by scoring six goals from his midfield spot. Quigley now shares the overall goals record with three first-period goals. From there on it was pretty much downhill, as the Irish taking an 11-4 lead into halftime. The Irish defense held their opponent to nine goals or less for the sixteenth time in the last 14 outings. Only four teams in the last three years were able to score a first-period lead against Notre Dame. The Irish defenders also thwarted four of five Canisius man-up opportunities.

Sophomore attackman Mike Sullivan is in the record books with three goals and six assists, establishing two records and tying another Sullivan set records for assists at home (6) and points (9) at home and equalled "89 graduate John O'Brien's overall record of nine points in a game.

Freshman Chris Parent posted 10 saves in his first Irish start while sophomore Tom Dunne came off the bench to stop three shots. Junior midfielders Pete Gillin and Chris Rowley epitomized the Irish dominant ball control by scooping up six and five ground balls, respectively.

The Irish defense held their opponent to nine goals or less for the sixteenth time in the last 14 outings. Only four teams in the last three years were able to score a first-period lead against Notre Dame. The Irish defenders also thwarted four of five Canisius man-up opportunities.

A former player who told "I'm ready," he said. "That's been one of the arguments against grand juries. But I don't see it happen very often in the federal realm."

Dowd, citing FBI budget cuts, said other agencies already are cooperating with his agency. Federal authorities have promised to cooperate with "the FBI and is ready to help al-

"I know who he is and I win. At least, I don't know definitely."

A federal grand jury, with subpoena power, may be watching the Irish, conceivably a threat of perjury charges, could join the investigation, believes such a move is necessary.

"That's a possibility down the line," Dowd said. "I really think it's too early to speculate whether that would be warranted at this point in time."

Joe Cehelsky, a prominent Raleigh defense lawyer, said a grand jury could streamline the investigation.

If you're a state agent and would like to be investigating crime and nobody will talk to you, then you can force them to either talk or you will be what his players were doing."

He said a grand jury may be called in N.C. State investigation on.

Raleigh, N.C. (AP) — State investigators, already being assisted by the FBI, are considering using a federal grand jury in the investigation of fraud and shaving by former North Carolina State basketball players.

Gil Ford of the State Bureau of Investigation, who has long been one of the key players, was ready to step aside. He said a grand jury was looking into the matter, but he has no hurry to resolve the issue. If N.C. State is forced to pay Valvano in the next 14-14 and each team scooped up 43 ground balls.

The Irish had not posted such offensive output in high numbers since April of 1987, when they routed Witten­burg 76-1. Saturday's 19 goals ranks as the sixth-highest Notre Dame offensive output in 120 games.

Dave Carey and the Irish lacrosse team trounced Canisius in the season opener for both teams.

The Irish had not posted such high numbers since April of 1987, when they routed Witten­burg 76-1. Saturday's 19 goals ranks as the sixth-highest Notre Dame offensive output in 120 games.

Next up for the Irish is Radfords, which plays South Bend for a game on Tuesday. If the weather cooperates, the game will be played in Krause Stadium at 3:30 p.m.; if not, the game will be moved inside.

TOWNHOUS\**4\** For Rent

3,45 BEDROOM APTS. AVAILABLE

Less than 1 mile from NOTRE DAME

FEATURES INCLUDE:

- Security Systems
- Basements
- Rear Yards
- Washer & Dryer
- New Construction
- Good Neighborhood
- Dishwashers

call 232-8256

Professional Vision

Dr. Ronald Snyder and Associates

277 - 1161

1635 N. Ironwood
North of McDonald's
LECTURE CIRCUIT

Monday

CAMPUS

Monday
7 p.m. Film, "The Bride of Frankenstein." Annenberg Auditorium. Sponsored by ND Communication and Theatre Department.
9 p.m. Film, "Lust for Life." Annenberg Auditorium. Sponsored by ND Communication and Theatre Department.

MENUS

Notre Dame
Pot Roast Ala Mode
Grilled Sole
Broccoli, Cheese Rice Casserole
BBQ Pork Sandwich

SPECIAL EVENTS

Sub Commissioner Applications

Applications due Friday, March 9
Pick up 2nd floor LaFortune at Secretary's Desk

Special Events
Performing Arts
Services
Music
Campus Entertainment
Movies
Ideas and Issues
Publicity

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 TV series featured herein
6 Entertainer
10 Zany
14 Area's marketplace
15 Newspaper notice, for short
16 Understanding reply
17 College officials
18 Jimmy Smits plays Victor...
20 Squirrels
22 Groups of nine
23 Deighton or Dykstra
24 Deputy
25 Retain
28 Pintail duck
30 Aquatic mammal
34 Alter on high
35 Five Comb. form
36 Grayish tan
37 "Kidnapped" author's initials
38 Former big-game guns
41 Land measure
44 Soup server
45 Fool
46 Gun a motor
47 Belgian W.W. I battle site
51 Part of an opera
53 Mitigates
54 Pintail duck
55 Decide: Rom. law
56 Guest houses
57 Observed
58 Hautboy
59 Proboscis
60 Pace
62 Give-go (try)
69 Precipitous

DOWN
1 Alan or Cheryl
2 Askew
3 Bank transaction
4 Corbin Bernsen plays Leo
5 Squander
6 Deprivation
7 Kimono sash
a Pool attendants
8 "...1 am..."
11 Nick Charles's dog
12 Nourish
13 Hardy heroine
14 Dignify
15 Enroll
16 Lawyer: Abbr.
17 Enroll
18 10 Small room off a kitchen
19 Dignify
21 Intense beam
22 Yogurt
23 Wading bird
24 Superman portrayer
25 Making the grade
26 One-sided
27 Social engagement
28 Free
29 The grade
31 Coronet
32 Wading bird
33 Superman portrayer
34 Altar on high
35 Five: Comb. form
36 Grayish tan
37 "Kidnapped" author's initials
38 Former big-game guns
39 Electrical unit
40 Slur over
41 Land measure
42 Former big-game guns
43 Free
44 Soup server
45 Fool
46 Gun a motor
47 Belgian W.W. I battle site
48 U.S. holly
49 Social engagement
50 Titus sideways
52 Susan...plays Grace Van Owen
53 Mitigates
54 Pintail duck
55 Decide: Rom. law
56 Guest houses
57 Observed
58 Hautboy
59 Proboscis
60 Pace
62 Give-go (try)

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 TV series featured herein
6 Entertainer
10 Zany
14 Area's marketplace
15 Newspaper notice, for short
16 Understanding reply
17 College officials
18 Jimmy Smits plays Victor...
20 Squirrels
22 Groups of nine
23 Deighton or Dykstra
24 Deputy
25 Retain
28 Pintail duck
30 Aquatic mammal
34 Alter on high
35 Five Comb. form
36 Grayish tan
37 "Kidnapped" author's initials
38 Former big-game guns
41 Land measure
44 Soup server
45 Fool
46 Gun a motor
47 Belgian W.W. I battle site
51 Part of an opera
53 Mitigates
54 Pintail duck
55 Decide: Rom. law
56 Guest houses
57 Observed
58 Hautboy
59 Proboscis
60 Pace
62 Give-go (try)

DOWN
1 Alan or Cheryl
2 Askew
3 Bank transaction
4 Corbin Bernsen plays Becker
5 Squander
6 Deprivation
7 Kimono sash
a Pool attendants
8 "...1 am..."
11 Nick Charles's dog
12 Nourish
13 Hardy heroine
14 Dignify
15 Enroll
16 Lawyer: Abbr.
17 Enroll
18 10 Small room off a kitchen
19 Dignify
21 Intense beam
22 Yogurt
23 Wading bird
24 Superman portrayer
25 Making the grade
26 One-sided
27 Social engagement
28 Free
29 The grade
31 Coronet
32 Wading bird
33 Superman portrayer
34 Altar on high
35 Five: Comb. form
36 Grayish tan
37 "Kidnapped" author's initials
38 Former big-game guns
39 Electrical unit
40 Slur over
41 Land measure
42 Former big-game guns
43 Free
44 Soup server
45 Fool
46 Gun a motor
47 Belgian W.W. I battle site
48 U.S. holly
49 Social engagement
50 Titus sideways
52 Susan...plays Grace Van Owen
53 Mitigates
54 Pintail duck
55 Decide: Rom. law
56 Guest houses
57 Observed
58 Hautboy
59 Proboscis
60 Pace
62 Give-go (try)
Trainor’s courageous comeback
Trainor used a superior reach
and
The Irish didn’t just beat Missouri, they
adversary Tiger which he
in third round in the
country and left the Joyce ACC
as quickly as possible. The final
seconds and
First round. and although
Prinzivalli managed to

Bell sounds on 60th Bengal Bouts
Trainor’s courageous comeback highlights final round
By KEN TYSIAC
Sports Writer
It appeared that the 167-
pound battle between
and Mike Trainor
in the finals of 60th Bengal
Friday night would end
after the Irish took
in the Joyce ACC.
Balfant twice attacked Trainor
to the canvas with powerful
right uppercuts early in the
first round, and although
Trainor managed to regain
his senses and continue, a come-
back victory seemed
improbable.
Trainor turned the tide a bit
with a combination to Balfant’s
head. As the fight progressed,
Balfant seemed to tire as
Trainor used a superior reach
advantage to daze his oppo-

The five players who kept the
Ishwara, now 15-11, up and
the Tigers down were not, perhaps,
those you would expect: Scott
Paddock, Daimon Sweet, Monte
Williams, Tim Singleton and
Kevin Ellery, all of whom have
sat this season and watched
other Irish players take center
stage.
But not Saturday.

"Every guy on the court had
taken his turn.", said
Singleton, who had three key
steals in the Irish run. "But
each guy contributed. This was
the time we had to
play. The coaches were
re-
signed, and it was a team effort.
We knew this time, when we got
the lead, we had to
them from there."

With a 20-point lead at
the 31:32 mark in the second
half, the five, along with center
Keith Robinson, put together a 16-2
rug that lasted until 6:35
remained to play, built an 83-51
lead, and iced Notre Dame’s
second win over a top-five team
on national television.
Included in that span were
outstanding plays that included
two

31 points can change a season
This was one for pride
and respect. This was one for
the tournament selec-
tion committee. This was
one for the critics and
doubters.
But most of all, it was
one for the Notre Dame
men’s basketball team.
The seniors
decided they didn’t want to
be remembered for an
embarrassing
loss at Dayton. They
decided they wouldn’t sit out
that with a 98-67 rout of third-ranked
Missouri Saturday afternoon at
the Joyce ACC, the worst
loss to the Missouri Tigers in four
years.

This game wasn’t even as close as the 31-
point margin indicated. The Irish
got a lead, held it and then slammed the door in the second
half.

"I’m sure a lot of people thought we would
lose by 30,” Notre Dame coach
Digger Phelps said. "And I’m sure when we had the
lead, everybody thought we’d blow it. But those are
the things we’ve been working on.”

When the Irish took a big second-half lead
against Missouri, they were
in the
show time
instead of
time.

And this show had many stars.
Daimon Sweet and LaPhonso Ellis
dunking early in the half. Kevin Ellery hitting the
triple. Scott Paddock putting in some
left-handed hooks. Keith Robinson scoring
from outside.

This was one for pride
and respect. This was one for
the tournament selec-
tion committee. This was
one for the critics and
doubters.
But most of all, it was
one for the Notre Dame
men’s basketball team.
The seniors
decided they didn’t want to
be remembered for an
embarrassing
loss at Dayton. They
decided they wouldn’t sit out
that with a 98-67 rout of third-ranked
Missouri Saturday afternoon at
the Joyce ACC, the worst
loss to the Missouri Tigers in four
years.

This game wasn’t even as close as the 31-
point margin indicated. The Irish
got a lead, held it and then slammed the door in the second
half.